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Abstract We propose a novel method to edit motion data in-
teractively based on motion decomposition. Our method em-
ploys Independent Component Analysis to decompose mo-
tion data into linear components that capture different as-
pects of the original motion. In this approach, the user in-
teractively identifies suitable components and manipulates
them based on a proposed set of operations. In particular,
the user can transfer components from one motion to an-
other in order to synthesize new motions, as well as to am-
plify or reduce the appearance of undesirable aspects in one
motion. Motion can be synthesized quickly and visually. Our
approach is simple, efficient and intuitive since the compo-
nents are themselves motion data. We demonstrate that the
proposed method can serve as an effective tool for interac-
tive motion analysis and editing.

We propose a novel method for editing interactively mo-
tion data based on motion decomposition. Our method em-
ploys Independent Component Analysis to decompose mo-
tion data into linear components that capture different as-
pects of the original motion. In this approach, the user in-
teractively identifies suitable components and manipulates
them based on a proposed set of operations. In particular,
the user can transfer components from one motion to an-
other in order to synthesize new motions, as well as to am-
plify or reduce the appearance of undesirable aspects in one
motion. Motion can be synthesized quickly and visually. Our
approach is simple, efficient and intuitive since the compo-
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nents are themselves motion data. We demonstrate that the
proposed method can serve as an effective tool for interac-
tive motion analysis and editing.

1 Introduction

Animating a digital object is often quite costly whether it is
animated by hand using key-framing, with a motion capture
system, or through some kind of physical simulation. As a
result, much work is being done to develop techniques for
editing motions. Thanks to these techniques a motion can be
adapted to fit different situations and much time can be saved
by reusing existing motions. Many editing techniques have
been developed; each providing a different way to modify
motions. For instance, some techniques are local and affect
a small number of frames while others are global and af-
fect the whole motion. Motion editing techniques have been
developed for a wide variety of motion such as facial mo-
tions, full-body motions, and more recently fluid motions.
However, most techniques only apply to a particular type
of motion so that a system developed for editing facial mo-
tions is usually not appropriate for manipulating full-body
motions. The technique we describe in this paper does not
suffer from this drawback since it can be used for editing
facial, full-body, and fluid motions. This is possible because
our technique does not assume any specific parameterization
of the input motions.

Our approach is based on a statistical modelling tech-
nique, called Independent Component Analysis (ICA), that
decomposes motion data into linear combinations of inde-
pendent components. These independent sources can then
be modified through a set of editing operations, then recom-
bined in order to synthesize a new motion. The decompo-
sition yields components that can be intuitively interpreted
without the need to understand frequency bands or other
low-level concepts. ICA is similar to Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) in the sense that it provides a dimensionality
reduction of the data. However, the independent components
have different semantics than the principal components and,
often, they have more intuitive meaning. For instance, for
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facial animation, a component can be associated with the
motion of the eyebrows, whereas another one might control
the amount of “happiness” presented in the motion. More-
over, since the resulting motion is a linear combination of
these components, the modification of a component has an
intuitive impact on the resulting motion.

The independent components are generated automatically
without human intervention since ICA is an unsupervised
learning technique. The animator then synthesizes new mo-
tions by performing a set of editing operations on the in-
dependent components. These operations include combin-
ing components, scaling individual components, substitut-
ing one component for another, and so on. Depending on
the operations, the motion can be edited globally across ev-
ery frame of the motion or locally over several consecutive
frames. The spatial extent of the modification varies depend-
ing on the semantics of the components. Modifying some
component might have a local spatial effect (e.g. a compo-
nent associated with the motion of the month) whereas oth-
ers might have a global effect (e.g. a component that affects
the style of the entire face).

Our technique is different from other editing techniques
which give the animator control over predefined parame-
ters such as joint angles for full-body motion. Instead, our
technique extracts a parameterization based on the different
modes of variation found in the input data. This parameteri-
zation is based on the notion of statistical independence. Our
work demonstrates that statistical independence is a good
criterion for parameterizing motion data. The semantics of
the different parameters are visually identified by the anima-
tor or analyzed by pre-defined numerical processes. While
a skilled animator can use key-framing to obtain a specific
animation, our technique is more coarsely-grained, operat-
ing on an intuitive and low dimension parameterization of
the motions that requires little or no animation skill. Also,
our editing approach differs from methods such as frequency
band analysis, which provides no intuition on how modify-
ing one band would affect the appearance of the resulting
motion. Common motion editing methods and their advan-
tages and disadvantages are given in Table 1.

Another advantage of our technique is that it is fast and
suitable for interactive applications. After the interactive ma-
nipulation of the components, the synthesis phase completes
within seconds, since it only requires linear operations.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides an overview of related work on motion edit-
ing and synthesis in both facial and full-body animation.
Section 3 introduces ICA. Section 4 describes how we apply
ICA to different types of motion data in order to generate
components that represent style, content, emotion and other
aspects of motion. Section 5 describes the editing operations
that can be performed on these components. Section 6 gives
an example of interactively extracting the style from a full-
body animation and applying it to another motion. Section 7
presents our results using facial animation, full-body anima-
tion and particle-based animations as well as a discussion of
the limitations of our approach. Section 8 discusses several

Fig. 1 Our editing technique allows animators to decompose motion
into components that represent style, content and emotion. The ex-
tracted styles can then be reapplied in order to synthesize new motion.
In the above figure, we edit a walking motion (top left) by adding a
sneaky component in order to synthesize a sneaky walk (top right). We
can also reverse the style transfer by adding a walking component to a
sneaking motion (bottom left), yielding what appears to be a tiptoeing
motion (bottom right).

issues involved in this paper. Lastly, Section 9 concludes the
paper and discusses future work.

2 Related Work

Our study focuses on motion editing and synthesis in the
context of facial animation, full-body animation and other
sources of motion data. Previous work in these fields has of-
ten been specialized toward one of those motion categories.
As such, we separate our review of related work into those
related to facial animation, full-body animation and generic
motion editing techniques.

2.1 Facial Animation - Editing & Synthesis

Two most important parts of facial animation are speech mo-
tion and facial expression. Recent works on facial animation
are primarily related to the problems of how to edit and syn-
thesize one of these two motion components.
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Table 1 Common Motion Editing Techniques

Editing Method Advantages Disadvantages

Key-framing visual, fine-grain control tedious, requires expert user for good results

Inverse Kinematics visual, high level control over specific
aspects of motion

coarse-grained control, does not control all as-
pects of motion

Frequency band manipulation low-level control no intuitive representation of motion

ICA component editing visual, high-level control over ab-
stract qualities of motion

coarse-grained control, does not always allow
control over specific aspects of motion

2.1.1 Speech motion

Most speech animation systems exploit the fact that speech
can be reliably segmented into units (e.g. phonemes). The
voice track is manually [39] or automatically [33,7] seg-
mented into phonemic representations which are then mapped
to lip-shapes. Of particular importance here is the problem
of co-articulation. Co-articulation means that the mouth shape
used to produce a particular phoneme depends not only on
the current phoneme but also on the phoneme before and
after the current one. Hidden Markov Models (HMM) have
been used extensively to represent transitions between phone-
mic representations with proper co-articulation.

The synthesis of speech animation requires a library of
lip-shapes that can be matched with speech units. This li-
brary can be designed in several ways. One option is to cre-
ate manually each shape. For realistic animation it however
preferable to record these shapes using video or motion cap-
ture data. Video Rewrite [7] is a representative example of
such techniques. It constructs a large database of audiovi-
sual basis units, based on triphones. Given a novel input ut-
terance, the corresponding facial motion is constructed by
concatenating the appropriate triphones from the database.
In order to be useful the method requires a large database of
triphones, which leads to a scaling problem. To eliminate the
need for large example databases, a statistical face motion
can be estimated from the data. Voice Puppetry [5] develops
a mapping from voice to face by learning a model of a face’s
observed dynamics. The model takes into account the posi-
tion and the velocity of facial features and learns a probabil-
ity distribution over the different facial configurations. Ezzat
et al [17] develop a Multidimensional Morphable Model for
the voice to face mapping focusing on lip-syncing. Head and
upper face motion is dealt with in an ad hoc fashion.

2.1.2 Facial expression and emotion

While the previous techniques can generate high quality speech
motion, they generally do not provide the animator with in-
tuitive control over the emotional state of the talking face.
They focus on the mapping of the audio and visual speech
signal and effects such as co-articulation. In contrast, our
work develops an unsupervised learning approach that learns
two separate mappings, one between the phonemic content

of the audio signal and the motion of the face and another
between the audio signal and the emotional content of the
speech.

Motion capture allows the recording a high fidelity mo-
tions from live actors. This technique spurred a wealth of
research efforts in motion analysis.

Chuang et al [11] present an interesting attempt to sep-
arate visual speech into content and style (emotion). Their
method based on factorization [22,46] produces a bilinear
model that extracts emotion and content from input video
sequences. However, their approach normalizes the signals
losing important temporal information and it is tailored to
video data. It is not clear whether it would transfer to 3D.

The pattern recognition community has performed a sig-
nificant amount of work on facial expression analysis. Ex-
pressions are typically based on tracking the motion of par-
ticular facial elements such as the eyes, the rigid body mo-
tion of the face, or transient features such as wrinkles [15,
14,16,13,4,35,3]. These systems are quite effective for recog-
nition, however, it is not clear how they can be used to syn-
thesize or edit facial motion.

2.2 Full-body Motion - Editing & Synthesis

Motion capture systems and recorded data are readily avail-
able. Applying recorded motion to virtual characters pro-
duces high quality motion efficiently and easily. However,
for interactive characters, it not practical or even possible to
capture the entire range of motions that the characters might
need to perform. Motion synthesis applications usually have
a finite database of motion segments, based on which they
have to synthesize longer motions. Such approaches have
two main challenges. Given some form of control parame-
ters, for example a motion path, they must synthesize appro-
priate motions by assembling suitable motion segments from
the database. Often, the available motion segments cannot
be used as they are and have to be edited in some way. For
example, we may want to produce a walking motion with a
style that does not exist in the database.

A number of successful techniques have been proposed
that assemble motion segments from a database into longer
motions with different levels of control. The focus of these
algorithms [2,34,32,29] is efficient searching of the motion
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database for motion segments that satisfy the control param-
eters, for example a user-defined path or annotations, and
a range of physical constraints. Note, that [34] use Linear
Dynamic System (LDS) to abstract the motion database and
provide a search algorithm that works in the LDS space.

Motion editing, which is the focus of our work, is a chal-
lenging problem that has received a lot of attention. Earlier
work exploits mostly ideas from signal processing. [8] ap-
ply signal processing operations to provide stylistic varia-
tions of the original motion. [47] use Fourier decomposition
to change the style of human gaits. [1] extracts emotion by
analyzing neutral and non-neutral motions. Using a small
number of key-frames [50] warps motion to satisfy new con-
straints. [21] also proposes an interesting warping technique.
The goals of our method are very similar to those outlined in
[47] and [1]. However, our decomposition based on motion
components is more intuitive than a frequency-based one. In
addition, we are not limited to extracting emotion from two
similar motions as in [1]. We extract style components from
dissimilar motions as well.

C. Rose et. al. [42] borrow the verb-adverb paradigm
from speech to annotate motions into basic, verbs, and mod-
ifications, adverbs. Interpolation between motions yields a
convex set of variations. However, it is not clear if the method
can scale to large databases. Although [20,44] mainly solve
the problem of motion retargeting, applying motions to char-
acters with different body proportions effectively changes
some aspects of the original motion.

M. Vasilescu et. al. [48] uses multilinear analysis to ex-
tract sylistic aspects of motion from three different actors
and reapply the style to each other. Their technique is based
on applying PCA in multiple but pre-defined dimensions and
produces a tensor form of the original data.

M. Brand et. al. and K. Pullen et. al. [6,45] use Hidden
Markov Models to capture the style of recorded motions.
However, because the motion primitives are related to the
hidden states of the models they cannot be edited explicitly.
[41] create statistically similar variations of an original mo-
tion using a multi-level sampling technique. The animator
can key-frame a subset of the DOF of a character and auto-
matically provide key frames for the remaining DOFs.

Dynamic approaches to motion editing and synthesis [49,
40,19,28,36,26] aim mainly to ensure that the resulting mo-
tion is realistic and satisfies given physical constraints. Edit-
ing the style of the motion can be tedious or time consuming.
The same applies for approaches based on dynamic control
as such [24,31,18] and hybrid methods [51].

Within the domain of statistical modelling, of particular
relation to our work are the techniques that provide editing
parameters through motion decomposition. [12] propose a
factorization method that separates visual speech into style
and content components. [10] uses Independent Component
Analysis to capture the emotional content of visual speech
for editing purposes. They extract facial emotion compo-
nents by automatically examining the regions of the face
that they affect. In contrast, we allow the user to interac-
tively choose aspects of the motion that represent style or

emotion from any part of the body. The idea of using Inde-
pendent Component Analysis for editing and synthesizing
human walking has been proposed in [38].

Unlike physics-based and hybrid approaches our work is
focused on style editing, rather than satisfying given phys-
ical constraints. Our main objective is to extract the style
of recorded motion and apply it to different motions. Our
work falls within the realm of statistical modelling and in
particular motion decomposition. Statistical models such as
LDS, Hidden Markov models and Bayesian networks are ei-
ther difficult to edit or not intuitive to work with. In contrast,
our proposed technique decomposes the motion into compo-
nents that, unlike frequency bands and complex mathemati-
cal models, are themselves motion data. They are therefore
a familiar model for animators and they can be subject to
all available motion capture manipulation techniques. Our
interactive editing tool allows the user to interactively ex-
amine, edit and apply these components to other motions.

3 Independent Component Analysis

Independent Component Analysis is an unsupervised learn-
ing technique [27] that separates a set of observed random
variables into a linear mixture of hidden random variables
that are statistically independent. We call these new random
variables independent components. [10] provides an excel-
lent description of ICA and a comparison with the more
well-known decomposition method, Principal Component Anal-
ysis. In this work, we follow their notation.

Given a set of n random variables x1, . . . ,xn each of them
can be written as a linear mixture of n latent or hidden vari-
ables u1, . . . ,un, such that

x j =
n

!
i=1

a jiui,

or in matrix notation
x = Au, (1)
where x = [x1, ...,xn]T and u = [u1, ...,un]T .

A number of ICA algorithms exist to estimate the mixing
matrix A. Estimating A is sufficient, because if the matrix is
known, inverting Equation 1 yields the independent com-
ponents u = Wx. We use the publicly available Matlab[37]
implementation of the FastICA [25] algorithm.

Applying ICA involves a two stage pre-processing. First,
the data is centered around its statistical mean E{x}. Then
the centered data is decomposed into a set of uncorrelated
variables, typically using Principal Components Analysis.
The complete model is as follows:
x = E{x}+P Au, (2)
where E{x} is the expectation of x and P is the n!m PCA
matrix.

The number of principal components determines the num-
ber of independent components. We can decide to keep m(<
n) independent components, effectively reducing the dimen-
sion of our data.
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4 Applying ICA to Motion

There are two main ways that we have applied ICA to mo-
tion data. We have formatted a single data set into a repre-
sentation appropriate for decomposition and then executed
the ICA algorithm. By decomposing a single motion, we at-
tempted to parameterize the motion into independent com-
ponents. These components can be recombined to form the
original motion.

We have also aligned two different motions, M1 and M2,
with similar structure and run ICA algorithm, which pro-
duced components that represent the differences between the
two motions.

The former technique is useful for editing motion that
cannot be correlated with another motion. For example, mo-
tion represented simulated fluids suffers from a registration
problem: particles from one fluid motion cannot be effec-
tively correlated with particles of another motion since it is
not known which particles correspond exactly to each other.
By contrast, motion capture data of facial animation can be
correlated since the markers of one motion capture session
can be associated with the same region as another session.
Barring an exact position match of the markers, the facial
animation can also be retargeted so that the points corre-
spond to the same relative location on the face. This is also
true for full-body motion data, which can be retargeted in
order to match joint and bone positions.

4.1 Data Representation

Applying ICA to motion data is straightforward. A motion,
M, is represented as a time series x(t) that typically indi-
cates the Euclidean coordinates of motion capture markers
in time. For simulated motion, such as fluids, smoke or other
particle data, x(t) represents particle positions over time.
However, the data could also be a representation appropriate
for the type of system modelled. For example, we could use
joint angles instead of Euclidean coordinates when decom-
posing full-body motion that has been fit onto a hierarchical
skeleton.

The time series can be interpreted as a set of samples of
random variable, x, which can be substituted into equation
1. For this reason, a motion M can be represented by both
time-series x(t) and random variable x. A frame of motion
M at time ti can be represented as x(ti).

4.2 Decomposition Using Different Representations

For full-body motion capture data, the ICA decomposition
can be performed on either the 1) three-dimensional point
representation of the motion, the 2) Euler angles represent-
ing the rotation of the joints (if appropriate), or the 3) quater-
nions that represent the rotation of the joints. Motion data for
facial animation and particle data do not have hierarchical

structures, so these data sets must use the point representa-
tion.

Since the ICA algorithm results in a linear decomposi-
tion of the input data, decomposing data consisting of Euler
angles will produce visually unintuitive results. This is likely
related to the problem of Gimbal lock, where a linear combi-
nation of Euler angles does not always result in a smooth in-
terpolation of the desired angle. Thus, the synthesized com-
ponent motion shows sporadic twists and turns that greatly
disrupt the appearance of the motion. This makes Euler an-
gles a poor choice for the ICA decomposition. Quaternions
can be used by submitting the four values of a quaternion to
the ICA decomposer. The motions decomposed from quater-
nions do not suffer from the extreme rotations that we see
with the Euler angles. However, the quaternion representa-
tion results in subtle rotations that differ slightly from the
original motion, since the process of linear combination does
not properly separate the quaternion in a meaningful way, ei-
ther. The results of quaternion decomposition are more visu-
ally intuitive than those of Euler angle decomposition. [23]
provides an excellent discussion on different rotation param-
eterizations.

The three-dimensional point representation, since it does
not involve rotations, does not suffer from the same prob-
lem as the rotational representations indicated above. Since
the input to the ICA decomposer consists of points in Eu-
clidean space, the ICA decomposition and motion synthesis
gives visually meaningful results. Euclidean space can be
linearly interpolated without strange side effects. Depend-
ing on the data, however, the synthesized motion may violate
constraints of the system. For example, for full-body motion
data, the ICA decomposition and subsequent synthesis can
result in a change in the length of an animated character’s
limbs, since the point representation does not preserve the
implicit constraints of the system, such as distance between
joints.

We used the point representation for most of our exper-
iments and for most of the different types of motion data.
When using full-body motion data, we are concerned only
with kinematic animation and the visual quality of the fi-
nal animation, and not concerned with slight changes in the
lengths of the bones of our character. Although, the change
of limb length impacts foot plants and also create occasional
foot skating or violation of floor constraints, bone lengths
can be easily made globally consistent among frames. In ad-
dition, an inverse kinematics solver can be used to satisfy
foot plant constraints. Note that altering bone lengths has
been used on kinematic motion for the purpose of correcting
foot skating [30].

Similarly, our ICA editing tool can produce exaggerated
expressions when used with facial animation data, such as
an exaggerated smile or eyebrows that are raised too high.
Since our tool relies upon visual confirmation of the results,
the animator can discard motion that contains these undesir-
able artifacts. However, our tool and editing method has no
automatic way to enforce such constraints.
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4.3 Interpreting Components

There are two ways we can detect the semantic meaning of
each independent component: checking visually or analyz-
ing numerically.

The components can be interpreted visually by treating
them as motion data. Although each component only repre-
sents part of the original motion, a visual representation of
the components gives clues to the animator as to their effect.
Indeed, components with distinct characteristics can be eas-
ily detected by visual inspection. For example, a component
derived from facial animation that mainly raises the eye-
brows will appear to the user as a non-expressive face that
raises and lowers the eyebrows as the motion is replayed.
Many components do not have a clearly definable function
as just described, however. The user must perform editing
operations on these components in order to better understand
their impact on the final operation. These operations are dis-
cussed in section 5.

To visually interpret the meaning of a independent com-
ponent ui, we reconstruct motion M, represented by xi, from
only this component by using Equation 3.

xi = E{x}+P A

!

"""#

0
0
ui
. . .
0

$

%%%&
. (3)

The motion xi can be thought as the visual representation
of component ui. Although each component only represents
part of the original motion, a visual representation of the
components gives clues to the animator as to their effect. In-
deed, components with distinct characteristics can be easily
detected by visual inspection. For example, a component de-
rived from facial animation that mainly raises the eyebrows
will appear to the user as a non-expressive face that raises
and lowers the eyebrows as the motion is replayed. Many
components do not have a clearly definable function as just
described, however. The user must perform editing opera-
tions on these components in order to better understand their
impact on the final operation.

The semantics of a component can also be interpreted by
numerical analysis. In order to give a detailed description of
this process, we use the following facial motion case as an
example. In this example, we decompose facial motion data
into several components. We want to associate each compo-
nent either with style (emotion) or content (speech). In what
follows we describe how we associate specific meaning to
the independent components.

4.3.1 Emotion

We recorded the motion of an actor’s face while he was ut-
tering a set of sentences multiple times, each time express-
ing a different emotion. Let us denote as (xi,yi), p pairs of
motions that corresponds to the same sentence but two dif-
ferent emotions. Applying ICA to each pair of motions in

our dataset, results into pairs of corresponding independent
component sets, (ui,vi). We would expect that the indepen-
dent components related to emotion differ significantly be-
tween two speech motions that have the same content but
different emotion. In contrast, if an independent component
is not related to emotion, its value in time for two corre-
sponding motions should be the same except some timing
differences. In order to verify this property, we align each
pair of corresponding motions using a Dynamic Time-Warping
(DTW) algorithm[43]. Let us denote (u"i,v"i) the indepen-
dent components of two aligned motions after time warping.
We compute their difference using the Root Mean Square
(RMS) error as follows:

demotion, j = (
1

!qi
(

p

!
i=1

(
qi

!
k=1

(u"ij (tk)# v"ij (tk))
2))

1
2 ,

where qi is the number of aligned time samples for pair i.
The distance demotion, j is designed such that it should be large
if component j is related to emotion.

Figure 2(a) shows a plot of the demotion, j values of 6 in-
dependent components estimated from 32 pairs of sentences
of Frustrated and Happy motions. This data totals 11883
frames or 99 seconds. A clear peak can be observed for the
third component. This strongly indicates that this compo-
nent is related to emotional variations. The other compo-
nents participate to a lesser degree to the emotional content
of the motions. This shows that speech motion cannot be
strictly separated into statistically independent components.
Our approach is albeit a successful approximation. As fur-
ther proof, in Figure 3 we plot the evolution of the differ-
ent components over time for a set of five pairs of motions.
On the timeline, we alternate Frustrated and Happy motions.
The behavior of the third component appears very much re-
lated to changes in emotions (illustrated with different gray
levels).

4.3.2 Content

We define content as the part of the motion associated with
the formation of speech independent of expressiveness. For
this case we only consider the motion of the markers in the
mouth area (12 markers in our dataset).

Let us define a distance metric between two motions that
have been reconstructed using two subsets of independent
components, A and B.

dmouth(xA,xB) = (
1
q

q

!
k=1

(
1
r

r

!
l=1

(xl
A(tk)# xl

B(tk))2))
1
2 (4)

where xA and xB are the motions reconstructed using com-
ponent subset A and B respectively, q is the number of time
samples of both motions, r is the number of the markers con-
sidered for the mouth region (12 markers).

Reconstructing the motion of the mouth markers using
all the independent components produces xall . In general this
is different from the captured motion because of the com-
pression done in the preprocessing step (Section 3). In order
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Fig. 2 These graphs illustrate the classification of independent components. Each graph illustrates a category of motion: (a) for emotions, (b)
for speech, (c) for eyebrows, and (d) for eyelids. The horizontal axis represents the index of independent components. The vertical axis shows
the distance metrics that we described in Equation 4.

Component 1

Time/ Frame

Component 2

Time/ Frame

Component 3
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Time/ Frame
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Fig. 3 These graphs present the evolution in time of five independent components corresponding to five pairs of Frustrated and Happy motions.
The timeline alters between Frustrated (light) and Happy (dark) motions. Notice how the third component oscillates between extreme values
when the emotion changes.

to evaluate how much independent component i contributes
to the mouth motion we compute the following metric

dmouth,i = dmouth(xE${i},xall)#dmouth(xE ,xall) (5)

where E is the subset of independent components respon-
sible for emotion and vecxE is the marker motion recon-
structed from subset E.

In Equation 5 dmouth,i quantifies the influence of inde-
pendent component i on the motion of the mouth. The larger
in absolute value this number is, the more influence com-
ponent i has over the mouth motion. Figure 2(b) shows the
value of demotion,i for six independent components. Notice
how large dmouth,1, dmouth,4, and dmouth,5 are compared to the
rest of the components. We can visually verify that the mo-
tion x{1}${4}${5} reconstructed using components 1, 4 and 5
captures most of the speech motion.

4.3.3 Blinking and non-emotional eyebrow motions

Our experiments show that some independent components
cannot be associated with emotion or content. We have ex-
perimentally determined that we can further classify such
components into two groups: one for blinking motion and
the other for non-emotional eyebrow motion. The later refers
to eyebrow motion that reflects stress and emphasis in the
speech rather than the emotional state of the speaker.

In order to identify the components related to these two
types of motion we use the same method employed for find-
ing content related components. We define deyebrow and deyelids
according to Equation 4 while considering only the markers
on the eyebrows and the eyelids respectively. We use these
two metrics to define deyebrow,i and deyelids,i from Equation 5
for the eyebrows and the eyelids respectively.

Figure 2(c) shows the value of the distance metric deyebrow,i
for six independent components. Notice how much larger
deyebrow,2 is compared to the distance metric of the rest of
the components. Clearly component 2 captures most of the
eyebrow motion. Similarly, Figure 2(d) shows the value of
the distance metric deyelids,i for each of the six components.
In this case, deyelids,6 dominates the rest of the components.
We conclude that component 6 captures most of the eyelid
motion.

5 ICA Editing

Before we describe the intuitive editing operations in ICA
space, we like to introduce a set of notations. These nota-
tions can simplify the description of the editing operations
and make the representation of the operations easier to un-
derstand.

As presented in Section 4.1, a motion can be represented
by time series x(t) or random variable x. After applying ICA
to the motion, its corresponding independent components
can be represented by time series u(t) or random variable u,
where u = [u1, . . . ,um]T . We represent an independent com-
ponent ui,(1% i% m), by a vector ui,

ui = uiei,(1% i% m),

where ei is the vector in the canonical basis of the ICA mix-
ing matrix that corresponds to the ith component. A frame of
independent component ui at time t j is represented as ui(t j).
Given this vector representation, the independent compo-
nents u can be described as linear combination of every in-
dependent component vector ui,

u = u1 + . . .+um.
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5.1 Editing Operations

Now we can present ICA editing operations we apply to mo-
tion data. These operations are very intuitive and efficient
which can be used in any interactive application. We also
encourage readers to develop addition operations based on
the requirement of their applications.

5.1.1 Scaling

The new component, u"i,can be generated by multiplying a
scalar ! by the original component ui. Scaling is used in
order to amplify or exaggerate an effect. The trivial scaling,
! = 0, is another editing operation zeroing.

u"i = !ui.

After scaling a single component without changing the
other other components, the resulting motion x" can be ex-
pressed as:

x = E{x}+PA(u+(!#1)ui).

5.1.2 Addition

A component vector may be added to another component in
order to combine two components together.

u"i = u j +uk (6)

Where u"i is the synthesized component, u j and uk are the
two components that are combined. Components that are au-
tomatically extracted from the motion often have no intuitive
semantic meaning. By combining components together, the
user can better visualize the meaning of the new component
in the context of the motion. The Addition operation does
not change the resulting motion.

The Addition operation in combination with the Scaling
operation allows the user to create linear combinations of
components:

u"i = !u j +"uk (7)

5.1.3 Translation

Translation operation allows us to add a constant value, c, to
an independent component ui.

Editing can be expressed as:

u"i = ui + cei,

where c is a scalar that quantifies the amount of translation
in the component.

¡¡¡¡¡¡¡ editing.tex The edited motion x" can be expressed
as:

x" = E{x}+PA(u+ cei).

5.1.4 Replacement

Unlike the previous editing operations, the Replacement op-
eration can only be applied to a single frame of the com-
ponents. We can use this operation to replace the value of
component ui at time frame t1 with the value of the same
component at time frame t2. This manipulation can then be
written as follows:

ui(t1) = ui(t2).

The edited motion x" at frame t1 can be expressed as:

x"(t1) = E{x}+PA(u(t1)#ui(t1)+ui(t2)).

Using Replacement operation, we can select a movement
from a small period of a motion. We can then replace the
other period of the motion with our selected movement, in
order to duplicate that movement to different places in the
motion. For facial animation, we can change the emotional
state of the animated face by using a component that repre-
sents the underlying emotional state of the speaker. For full-
body animation, we can copy and replace a special walking
style onto different parts of a walking motion.

5.1.5 Copy and Add

We can also add a component was not present in the original
motion.

Let’s consider two motions x and y. Applying ICA to
motion x, we can get independent component u and its mix-
ing matrix (PA)1. Applying ICA to motion y, we get inde-
pendent component v and its mixing matrix (PA)2. We can
add the motion represented by independent component vi to
the motion x. The resulting motion is expressed as:

x" = E{x}+(PA)1u+(PA)2vi.

Note that this editing operation, unlike the Replacement
operation described above, will not remove any aspect of the
original motion.

Notice that all the editing operations we have described
so far are applied to motions that are already in the training
set used to estimate the ICA model. In order to edit a motion
x that does not belong to the training set, we can project it to
extract the independent components:

u = (PA)+(x#E{xtraining}),
where + indicates the pseudo-inverse of a matrix and xtraining
the expectation of the motions in the training set. After pro-
jection, the motion can be edited in ICA space.

5.2 Preparing Input Data

The mixing matrix A and independent components u in Equa-
tion 1 can be learned by applying ICA to input data. The
semantics of the resulting components is fully determined
by statistical independence hidden inside the input motion
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data. We can not expect ICA to give us a component that
has certain semantic meaning while the input training data
doesn’t include that type of semantics. For example, if an
input facial motion doesn’t have mouth movement, there is
no resulting component from ICA can be related to speech
motion. Therefore, during input data preparation step, firstly
we need to decide what kind of semantics we are expecting.
We then make sure that the input data we prepare for ICA
algorithm includes those semantics.

In some cases the movement we are interested with is
not presented inside input motion data. For instance, if we
want to edit a walking motion by changing the walking style
to running style, we will find that there is no movement
of changing style in the input walking motion. Therefore,
we can not have any independent component that represents
style difference. In these cases, our solution is to align and
combine another motion into original input motion, so that
the combined motion includes the movement we are inter-
ested with. We then use the combined input motion as the
training data for ICA algorithm.

A motion can be aligned and combined with another mo-
tion only if the two motions can be correlated with each
other. Motion capture data of facial animation can be cor-
related since the markers of one motion capture session can
be associated with the same region as another session. Bar-
ring an exact position match of the markers, the facial ani-
mation can also be retargeted so that the points correspond
to the same relative location on the face. This is also true for
full-body motion data, which can be retargeted in order to
match joint and bone positions. By contrast, motion repre-
sented simulated fluids is difficult to be aligned with another
motion. Because it suffers from a registration problem: par-
ticles from one fluid motion cannot be effectively correlated
with particles of another motion since it is not known which
particles correspond exactly to each other.

6 Style Transfer

One of the most important motion editing operations is trans-
ferring style between motions. In this section, we describe
style transfer operation in detail.

Our editing system allows the user to sequence two mo-
tions together and identify the independent components that
best represent the style differences between them. Once the
style components are found the motions are split again and
the individual style components can be subject to a number
of editing operations. Figure 4 summarizes our interactive
motion editing approach. Our system is shown as applied to
full-body motion capture data.

6.1 Editing For Full-Body Animation

The remainder of this section explains the steps depicted in
the figure and enumerated here:

JOIN

ICA

ICA Components

Motion 1

Motion 2

Style 
Component

Replace motion 1 
style with motion 2

Motion 1 has
the style of Motion 2

Reconstructed 
Motion 

Motion 1 Motion 2

Fig. 4 Example of using our ICA-based interactive editing system.
Shown above is a Copy & Replace operation on two motions. Using
these steps, we can add the style of the second motion to the original
motion. Note that the components generated from the combination of
two motions are visually represented, with the final synthesized motion
shown on the lower right.

1. Pre Processing Global translation is removed from the
motions.

2. Motion Combination. Two motions are combined together.
3. Component Generation. The combined motion is decom-

posed into components.
4. Style Selection. The user selects components of interest

to them.
5. Component Merging. The user combines components to-

gether to better represent the desired characteristics of
motion.

6. Tool Editing. Components may be edited with standard
motion editing tools.

7. Transferring Style. The selected components are trans-
ferred in order to create a newly synthesized motion.

8. Post Processing. The newly synthesized motion under-
goes a motion clean-up phase.

Note that interface to the system is entirely visual. The
user chooses and transfers components by observing a visual
representation of those components, and not a frequency-
based one.

6.2 Pre Processing

The global translation DOF are removed before the ICA de-
composition since the decomposition has no intrinsic knowl-
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edge of the correlation between foot plants and changes in
position. Our tests show that ICA decomposition with the
global translation DOF results in a distracting amount of foot
skating.

6.3 Motion Combination

Given two motions, Ma and Mb, motion Mab is produced
by joining the frames of Ma and Mb. Thus, Mab will have
f = fa + fa frames, where fi is the number of frames for
motion Mi. It is essential to combine the motions together in
order for the ICA algorithm to find synchronized differences
between the two motions.

6.4 Component Generation

Given motion Mab, represented as random variable vector
xab, the user selects the number of components k in which to
decompose xab as well as a representation for the decompo-
sition. The representation can be points, quaternions or Eu-
ler angles, see Section 4. Applying the ICA algorithm results
into k independent components uab

1 . . .uab
k for the combined

motion xab. It is usually sufficient to keep enough compo-
nents to cover 95% of the variance in the data. However,
experimenting with arbitrary numbers of components often
produce interesting results. We typically experiment with 3-
5 components.

Each component uab
i is used to reconstruct part of the

original motion, Mi
ab, as follows:

xab
i = E{xab}+P Auab

i , i = 1, . . . ,k (8)

and the result is displayed in a separate window, shown in
the middle of Figure4.

Combining these motion reconstructs an approximation,
M"

ab of the original motion, Mab, which is shown at the bot-
tom right of the screen captured window in Figure 4.

6.5 Style Selection

The user visually analyzes the reconstructed motions, Mi
ab,

and identifies potentially interesting stylistic components.
Good candidates for selection are components that capture
the posture, cadence and nuances of the original motion,
while maintaining its defining aspects. In Figure 4, the user
identifies the middle component on the top row as a potential
style component.

For example, during one of our experiments we apply
this approach to a joint running+walking motion and we
are able to extract a single component that captures the for-
ward lean and raising of the elbows during the running mo-
tion. The same component captures the upright stance and
dropped arms during the walking motion.

The user can experiment with different decompositions
of the same motions by either choosing a different number

of components or by rerunning the decomposition algorithm
with a different initial guess.

We can now define a set of operations that we can apply
to the independent components that helps us alter the style
of a motion.

6.6 Component Merging

Our ICA decomposition produces a set of independent com-
ponents which can be linearly combined to form the original
data. It is therefore straightforward to linearly mix compo-
nents together and produce combined components. Merg-
ing components allows the animator to create a smaller set
of components that may be more representative or easier to
work with.

Mathematically, merging two components u j and uk re-
sults in a combined motion as follows:

u"i = u j +uk.

6.7 Tool Editing

One of the most important features of our method is that
the proposed decomposition produces components that are
themselves motion data. We can therefore edit any of these
components using published methods that work with motion
data. For example, we can simply scale a component or ap-
ply more complex techniques such as motion warping [50]
and motion retargeting [20].

6.8 Transferring style

Perhaps the most interesting operation we can perform us-
ing our decomposition approach is to transfer style between
motions.

Once a style component uab
s has been selected, it is split

into two segments , us
a and us

b, that represent the style com-
ponents of the original two motions, Ms

a and Ms
b. We can

then align (time-warp) either the style component ua
s to ub

s
or vice versa depending on which motion’s timing we wish
to preserve. We align the motions by applying dynamic time
warping [43] on one of the degrees of freedom (DOFs) of the
character. The user interactively selects the appropriate DOF
based on her knowledge of the motion and the desired effect.
For example, if the resulting motion needs to preserve foot
contacts, a good choice is the hip swing degree of freedom.
The user can experiment with different degrees of freedom
and select the one that produces the desired result.

Once the motions are aligned, the user can generate new
motions by replacing every frame of component ua

s with ub
s .

Transferring a style component from one motion to another
can be mathematically expressed as follows:

x"(ti) = E{x}+PA(ua(ti)#ua
s (ti)+ub

s (ti)),
tstart % ti % tend .
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6.9 Post Processing

Once the final motion has been generated, the global trans-
lation from Ma, which was removed before applying the de-
composition, is re-added to the motion. This process of re-
combining the original global translation along with time
warping preserves the foot plants in the newly synthesized
motion. The global translation for the base motion, and not
the style motion, is added to the synthesized motion.

If the data represents marker positions instead of joint
angles, the limb lengths of the character may lengthen or
shorten between frames. To correct this, the system automat-
ically employs a filter to restore the correct limb lengths ac-
cording to the original data by preserving joint angles. In ad-
dition, low-pass filtering is automatically done to eliminate
high-frequency motions. High-frequency motion is typically
caused by the time-warping technique as a result of match-
ing a high-speed motion, such as running, with a low-speed
one, such as a very slow walk. Component transfers in the
opposite direction, from a low-speed motion to a high-speed
motion, result in stiff movements, such as limbs that remain
in the same place for an unnaturally long amount of time.

7 Results

Our editing technique can be used on many different types of
motion data. Below we show the results of our experiments
with facial animation, full-body animation and particle ani-
mation.

7.1 Facial Animation

We recorded facial motion using a Vicon8 optical motion
capture system. We used 109 markers to sample the face ge-
ometry fairly densely. The sampling rate of the data is 120
frame/sec. To drive a 3D textured face mesh, the markers
are mapped to corresponding mesh points, and the rest of
the mesh is deformed using Radial Basis Functions [9].

In our experiments the principal components correlate
the speech related mouth motion with intense emotion re-
lated eyebrow motion. In contrast, the independent compo-
nents are able to separate mouth and eyebrow motion to a
much more meaningful degree. The independent component
that captures the mouth motion contains limited eyebrow
motion. We believe that this is correct since part of the eye-
brow motion is actually related to the content of the speech,
for example when stressing a point. In contrast, intense eye-
brow motion is clearly related to emotion and not to the con-
tent of the speech.

The proposed method provides an intuitive decomposi-
tion of facial motion that allows us to edit the apparent emo-
tion of visual speech. Figure 5 shows 3 rendered frames from
an editing session. The neutral and sad independent compo-
nents are mixed with different percentages. Figure 6 shows a
emotion session that change the emotional content by trans-
lating between neutral, sad and angry.

Fig. 7 Running (left) and a sneak-like run (right).

7.2 Full-body Animation

Our system is able to decompose motion capture data re-
gardless of the hierarchical structure of the character. We
use two different skeleton hierarchies for our examples; a
thirty-one joint, sixty-two DOF skeleton and a twenty-six
joint, eighty-four DOF skeleton. All motions are displayed
in real-time and decomposed with the ICA algorithm in less
than 5 seconds. For most of our experiments we use five in-
dependent components. Once a style component is selected,
the motion reconstruction takes less than two seconds.

7.2.1 Walking and Sneaking

In this example we transfer style between a walking motion
and a sneaking motion. Joining motions and decomposing
them into five independent components allowed use to suc-
cessfully identify an interesting style component. This com-
ponent models the difference between the hunched posture
of the sneaking motion and the upright stance of the walking
motion. Applying this component to both original motions
produces two new stylized variations. Figure 1(left) shows
a sneaky walk, while Figure 1(right) a walk-like sneak. The
latter motion appears to be the motion of a character tiptoe-
ing in order to keep quiet, without the characteristic hunched
posture of a sneaky motion.

7.2.2 Running and Sneaking

Here we combine a running motion with the previous sneak-
ing motion. We find a similar component that captures the
hunched posture of the sneak, as in the previous example,
and apply it to the run. The sneaky run is shown in Figure 7.

7.2.3 Running and Walking

For this example we combine a running and a walking mo-
tion. A style component is found that captures the shrugged
shoulders, the raised elbows and the bending of the knees of
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Fig. 5 Three snapshots of editing visual speech. Each row shows the same speech content but different amount of neutral and sad emotions.

the running motion. The same component captured the up-
right stance and relaxed arms of the walking motion. By ap-
plying the walking style to the run, our resulting motion re-
sembles a jogging motion, Figure 8, while our run-like walk
resembles a power walk, Figure 9.

7.2.4 Motion Interpolation

The original and stylized motion retain very similar charac-
teristics, including global translation and general movement
speed. The alignment between these two motions eliminates
problems such as foot-skating and phase differences when
interpolating two different motions. Thus, the stylized mo-
tion can be linearly interpolated with the original motion in
order to produce a continuum of motions that contain vary-
ing amount of style. Figure 10 shows an interpolation be-
tween the sneak and the walk-like sneak (tiptoeing).

Fig. 8 Running (left) and running with a walking style - jogging
(right).

7.3 Particle Motion

We performed experiments on particle data representing ex-
plosions. The purpose of our particle experiments is to ex-
tract independent components that represents various char-
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Fig. 6 The left face represents the original synthesized motion with a neutral expression. The middle and right faces represent the original
synthesized face with the addition of a sad and angry component.

Fig. 9 Walking (left) and walking with a running style - power-
walking (right).

Fig. 10 Interpolating between a sneak and a walk-like sneak.

acteristics of the explosion. Like the facial animation and
full-body motion experiments, we wish to obtain an effect
analogous to the separation of style and content. We wish to
extract various explosive characteristics, such as burst speed
of the explosion, expansiveness, mushroom-like appearance
and explosion height. Then using the component operations,
we synthesize new explosions.

Particle-based motion data, unlike facial animation and
full-body motion, suffers from a registration problem. Parti-
cles between two different motion set cannot be correlated,
since the particles are themselves abstractions of a larger
phenomena. Thus, it cannot be said with surety that a sin-
gle particle in one explosion will exist in a different location

of a different explosion. This is in contrast to, say, facial
animation, where a single marker can be correlated among
different faces. Thus, our technique of combining similar
motions and extracting components that represent the differ-
ences between motions will not work. However, intercom-
ponent editing methods, such as scaling and addition allow
us to synthesize new explosions without the need to simulate
them.

Figure 11 shows a decomposition of a typical explosion.
As the explosion is animated, component 1 (upper left) echoes
the birth of the explosion, starting from a compact cluster of
particles and then expanding those particles vertically. Com-
ponents 2, 3 and 4 capture the mushroom-like folding and
horizontal movement of the explosion during the later stages
of the explosion. By scaling component 1, we are able to
quickly synthesize a new explosion which rises higher and
faster than the original explosion.

Subjective particle qualities were difficult to obtain via
ICA decomposition. Burst speed and explosion girth were
relatively easy to extract via the decomposition process since
they can be mapped to relatively simple calculations of the
data. More complicated qualities such as mushroom-like ap-
pearance could not be easily captured, in part because they
do not decompose into clear, linear processes that ICA com-
monly generates. In addition, the authors do not know of
a way to properly render an explosion without false color-
ing given that the density information, which is necessary
for volumetric rendering, is no longer present. Future work
would entail decomposing both the particle position data and
the density information. However, we expect that one would
get interesting results by decomposing other kinds of parti-
cle data, such as water and smoke.

8 Discussion

The human body is a highly non-linear control system. It is
therefore counter-intuitive that linear methods such as LDS [34]
and ICA prove to be effective tools for motion modeling
and editing. It seems that as the human body repeats and
learns common motions, such as gaits, it optimizes and sim-
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Fig. 11 An explosion is shown, represented as particles, with 5 components during the 5th frame at 33 fps. The reconstructed explosion is shown
at the lower right. The first component (upper left) captures the sudden burst of the explosion in the opening frames. The other components
remain relatively inert until later in the motion when the explosion expands and moves horizontally.

Fig. 12 By scaling one of the components that expressed the maximum height of the explosion, we synthesize a new explosion (left) that rises
higher than our simulated one (right) over the same time period. The explosion trajectories are shown in red.

plifies its control strategies. Thus, the observed dynamics of
such motions can often be approximated with combinations
of linear models.

Although, our method produced some surprising results
with its ability to capture the difference in style of a range of
motions, it has several limitations.

Our experiments show that our method is more effective
with cyclic motions than with acyclic motions. This is prob-
ably due to the fact that aligning cyclic motions is more intu-

itive than aligning arbitrary motions. However, our decom-
position method is often able to separate one-time events,
such as gestures, from the cyclic aspects of a motion.

The FastICA [27] algorithm that we currently use does
not always converge to the globally optimal decomposition.
However, to our knowledge it is one of the most efficient
algorithms, which is crucial for interactive editing.

We would also like to clarify that, in this work, we as-
sume that motion data is already segmented into suitable
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pieces of singular motion. Automatic data segmentation is
out of the scope of this paper.

9 Conclusion

We have presented a novel method for interactive motion
editing. Our method, based on Independent Component Anal-
ysis, provides a meaningful decomposition of the original
motion into reusable components. An important feature of
our decomposition is that the resulting components are them-
selves motion data. Therefore, they are a familiar model for
animators and can be subject to the growing number of tech-
niques that work with motion data.

Based on the proposed decomposition we have defined
a set of editing operations that can change the style of an
original motion. Of special interest is the ability of our ap-
proach to extract stylistic aspects from one motion and apply
it to another. At the same time, we can edit the components
themselves to reduce or exaggerate their effect on the mo-
tion. Using our interactive editing tool we are able to per-
form efficiently a series of examples that demonstrate the
effectiveness of the method.

We have just beginning to explore the possibilities of-
fered by the ICA-based motion decomposition. We believe
that it can be equally effective in a range of applications,
such as motion segmentation, automatic motion annotation
and motion recognition. We plan to investigate such avenues
in the future.

Motion editing is a difficult problem. We believe that
our method solves another piece of the puzzle by providing
a style modeling and editing tool which can be used stan-
dalone or in conjunction with other methods.
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